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ABSTRACT

Neuronal aggregates involved in conscious awareness are not evenly distributed throughout the CNS but are comprised of key components referred to as the neural network correlates of consciousness (NNCC). A critical node in this network is the retrosplenial, posterior cingulate, and precuneal cortices (RSC/PCC/PrCC). The cytological and neurochemical composition of this region is reviewed in relation to the Brodmann map. This region has the highest level of brain glucose metabolism and cytochrome c oxidase activity. Monkey studies suggest that the anterior thalamic projection likely drives RSC and PCC metabolism and that the midbrain projection to the anteroventral thalamic nucleus is a key coupling site between the brainstem system for arousal and cortical systems for cognitive processing and awareness. The pivotal role of RSC/PCC/PrCC in consciousness is demonstrated with posterior cingulate epilepsy cases, midcingulate lesions that deafferent this region and are associated with unilateral sensory neglect, observations from stroke and vegetative state patients, alterations in blood flow during sleep, and the actions of anesthetics. Since this region is critically involved in self reflection, it is not surprising that it is similarly a site for the NNCC. Interestingly, information processing during complex cognitive tasks and during aversive sensations such as pain induces efforts to terminate self reflection and result in decreased processing in PCC/PrCC. Finally, anatomical relations between the neural correlates of mind and NNCC in the cingulate gyrus do not appear to overlap and suggests that mental function and conscious awareness may be mediated by two neural networks.
Introduction

Consciousness is a multifaceted concept that can be divided into two major components: the level of consciousness (i.e., arousal, wakefulness or vigilance) and the content of consciousness (i.e., awareness of the environment and its relations to self). Although the entire forebrain is engaged to some extent in conscious information processing, there may be specific areas that are particularly crucial to consciousness. The midbrain reticular formation and its projections to the thalamic intralaminar nuclei establish and maintain wakefulness (Kinomura et al., 1996; Steriade, 1996) and postmortem assessments of the vegetative state show that damage to the dorsolateral midbrain and thalamus is a common feature in these cases (Kinney et al., 1994; Adams et al., 2000) and severe damage around the third ventricle that blocks this projection can produce coma (e.g., case 13, Malamud, 1967). The more difficult problem is the extent to which any forebrain region is necessary for conscious cognitive information processing. In one sense, the entire cerebral cortex is necessary for awareness of numerous sensory and motor events. In this context, the null hypothesis states that no part of the forebrain plays a disproportionate role in consciousness or information processing during wakefulness.

According to the null hypothesis, the neural correlates of consciousness are fully distributed throughout the forebrain. We will attempt to reject the null hypothesis by showing first that parts of the cingulate gyrus are necessary for conscious experience, although they may not be sufficient, and second that there is a critical linkage between the brainstem arousal system and posterior cingulate (PCC) and retrosplenial (RSC) cortices that assures a close coupling between arousal and awareness. This view and its supporting facts can be extended to a few other regions that form a critical neural network correlates of consciousness (NNCC) that is both necessary and sufficient for conscious cognitive information processing.

We propose that PCC and precuneus cortex (PrCC) together are pivotal for conscious information processing. Support for this hypothesis is derived from postmortem assessments of epilepsy, stroke, monkey and human cingulotomy lesions, and vegetative state cases, functional imaging during tasks requiring consciousness for sensorimotor processing, metabolic studies including those of sleep states and anesthetic responses, and vegetative state, coma, dementia and amnesia. We also emphasize a critical linkage between brainstem generated arousal and processing in the PCC/PrCC region and this dual function assures that PCC/PrCC is a key node in the NNCC.
Anatomical Overview of Posterior Cingulate Gyrus & Precuneal Cortex

Many observations are available from human imaging studies of the PCC and medial parietal lobe region; however, standardized software packages continue to use Brodmann’s anatomical observations from a century ago. Figure 1 provides a context for this region according to recent cytological observations. Figure 1A is a co-registration of Brodmann’s map with a postmortem case for which we have extensive histology. The histological case is a left hemisphere that was flipped horizontally to match the familiar Brodmann map. All numbers refer to our recent observations (Vogt et al., 2003;2005) except for the hand drawn numbers for areas 31 and 23 that are original to Brodmann as are the symbolic designations for each area. Four numbered arrows mark critical locations and issues about the cytological organization of the cingulate gyrus as follows: 1. The border between our area p24’ and area 23d is quite caudal to the original border that Brodmann placed between his areas 24 and 23 which was approximately at the vertical plane of the anterior commissure (VCA). 2. Area 31 does extend dorsally and caudally around area 23; however, we observe a dysgranular area rostral to the arrow and do not agree that area 31 with its very thick layer IV extends as far rostrally as Brodmann placed it. 3. The third arrow marked “7m” refers to the border between medial parietal area 7m and area 31 which we have identified slightly more ventral than Brodmann. Area 7m is PrCC and we use the terms interchangeably. 4. This is the level at which the section immunoreacted for neuronspecific nuclear binding protein was taken for higher magnification in B. This antibody stains mainly neurons, thus removing glial, vascular, and neuropil elements from the analysis and providing a more precise view of cortical lamination patterns and differences among two or more areas. Since Brodmann reconstructed his map onto the convoluted brain surface, he was unable to show the exact placement of RSC area 29 and 30 in the callosal sulcus on the ventral bank of the cingulate gyrus. For this reason, he extended the retrosplenial areas caudally and ventrally, and in the process, he moved the “apparent” border of area 23 quite caudal on the caudomedial lobule. This reduction in the distribution of area 23 was transposed to the atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) and has produced continuing confusion in the human functional imaging literature as to the true extent of area 23 and the location of RSC. This issue has been thoroughly considered in another context (Vogt et al., 2001). The PCC is comprised of areas 23 and 31. These areas have well-differentiated layers IIIC, IV, and Va as seen in Figure 1B. Only area 23d has a dysgranular layer IV that can form neuronal aggregates rather than a single and continuous layer. Area 7m (not shown) has vertically oriented clumps of dendrites in layers III and IV, a thicker layer IV, and relatively larger layer IIIc neurons than those in layer Va (the opposite of cingulate architecture). In contrast to PCC and PrCC, the RSC has poorly differentiated layers IIIC, IV, and Va as shown in the pullout magnification of RSC in the figure. In fact, like area 23d, area 30 has a dysgranular layer IV which is hard to observe in both photographs. Finally, area 26 is ectosplenial cortex and, along with the subiculum (Sub) and indusium griseum (IG) form the fasciolate gyrus. Since no human in vivo imaging modality has the resolution necessary to identify these latter three areas, they are not considered further here.
Epilepsy, Stroke & Vegetative State

According to Mazars (1970), the first episode of a cingulate epilepsy discharge is associated with “absences that are often mistaken for inattention. Twenty of our patients never had convulsive seizures and their ‘absences’ did not differ much from the short spells of loss of consciousness of ‘petit mal’… the time to regain normal consciousness was longer, and a less abrupt recovery of consciousness was associated with an outburst of temper which could be so marked as to obscure the preceding ‘absence.’ Photic stimulation did not precipitate the absences but emotion did so effectively.” Devinsky and Luciano (1993) reviewed many studies of cingulate epilepsies and it is interesting to note that anterior cingulate seizures spread quickly to frontal cortex and are most often associated with motor arrest, staring and subsequent automatic behaviors, while seizures localizing to PCC took longer to spread to the dorsal convexities. This could reflect generally weaker connections with the superior frontal gyrus (Vogt and Pandya, 1987). Finally, Archer et al. (2003) used spike-triggered fMRI to evaluate alterations in cerebral activity in adult patients with idiopathic generalized epilepsy and frequent spike and slow-wave discharges. Four of their 5 subjects had significant reductions in PCC activation and they concluded that altered PCC activation may play a role in the “absence” features of generalized spike and slow-wave discharges. Thus, differences between anterior and posterior cingulate epilepsies suggest that abnormal discharges in PCC spread slowly to superior frontal areas and can be associated with a loss of consciousness. Unilateral lesions in monkey midcingulate cortex produce a contralateral neglect as demonstrated with a somatosensory discrimination task (Watson et al., 1973). As shown below, such lesions de-afferent the PCC/PrCC and the neglect could reflect a selective loss of awareness of the contralateral sensory space. Interestingly, topographic disorientation is produced by a large right hemisphere lesion of RSC, PCC, and PrCC (Takahashi et al., 1997) and a unilateral, left hemispheric lesion of RSC and the fornix produced profound amnesia (Valenstein et al., 1987). In none of these latter cases, however, was there a loss of consciousness. This could be because the lesions were restricted to one hemisphere and/or because this region is part of a larger NNCC.

A frequent postmortem finding in traumatic vegetative state cases is diffuse axonal injury with focal lesions in the corpus callosum (Adams et al., 2000). Although the frequency of this finding may lead to speculation about its critical role in clinical outcomes (Kampfl et al., 1998), large splenial tumors (Yamamoto et al., 1990; Rudge and Warrington, 1991) and large unilateral cingulate tumors that greatly deform this region (Malamud, 1967) fail to alter consciousness. In view of these latter findings, it is doubtful that the vegetative state is a consequence of splenial and PCC damage. This does not mean, however, that PCC/PrCC are not relevant to conscious information processing; once again, functional lesion sizes and locations are difficult to interpret. Activity in the medial parietal and adjacent PCC also seems to differentiate minimally conscious from vegetative patients (Laureys et al., 2003).
Cerebral Metabolism

The highest level of cerebral glucose metabolism occurs in PCC and RSC. The highest level of basal glucose metabolism in the monkey brain is in RSC and the anterior thalamus and these levels are elevated during performance of a delayed-response task (Matsunami et al., 1981). We have discussed the close laminar association of both high levels of glucose metabolism determined with the 2-deoxy-D-glucose method and anterior thalamic projections assessed with tritiated-amino acid injections (Vogt et al., 1997). Figure 2A and B repeat these latter findings and provide the context of high cytochrome oxidase activity (Fig. 2C & D). Thalamic termination is greatest to the granular layer of area 29 (undifferentiated layer III/IV) and layers III-IV of area 30. Projections to area 23 arise mainly from the medial pulvinar and lateroposterior nuclei and these were not included in the amino acid injection shown in Figure 2B; hence thalamocortical connections to area 23 are not demonstrated in this case. High basal glucose metabolism overlaps with these latter layers on the ventral bank of the cingulate gyrus. Cytochrome c oxidase is a mitochondrial enzyme involved in oxidative phosphorylation and the density of activity generated by this enzyme is related to the density of mitochondria in a layer (Carroll and Wong-Riley, 1984). Axon terminals arising from neurons in the anterior thalamic nuclei in rat have a large diameter, are very dense with mitochondria, and they form asymmetric, excitatory synapses in RSC (Vogt et al., 1981).

Moreover, thalamic lesions greatly reduce this enzyme’s activity in thalamoreceptive layers I–IV of RSC (Van Groen et al., 1993) suggesting that thalamic driving is critical to metabolic processes in RSC. The rodent findings are extended for monkey in Figure 2(C, D). The highest level of cytochrome c oxidase activity is in RSC and adjacent area 23. A section of area 24 is provided at the asterisk in B for comparative purposes and it shows that ACC has only about 40% of the cytochrome c oxidase activity of areas 23 and 30. Area 7m (not shown) has a level of activity similar to that of area 23b. This figure also shows the effects of a midcingulotomy lesion in the contralateral hemisphere on cytochrome c oxidase activity (Fig. 2D). Notice in this section the elevated gliosis in the white matter, general shrinkage of the ventral cingulate gyrus and massive reduction in cytochrome c oxidase activity. Reduced cytochrome activity is most prominent in the thalamorecipient layers III/IV of areas 29, 30, and 23 as emphasized with the arrows in the figure. Thus, midcingulotomy lesions de-afferent PCC and RSC and this includes sectioning of thalamic afferents that travel through the cingulum bundle to terminate in the PCC. The PCC/PrCC has the highest level of metabolism in human brain (Andreasen et al., 1995; Maquet et al., 1997; Minoshima et al., 1997). We evaluated rCMRGlul in 32 resting control subjects in regions of interest selected from the medial surface and three levels of the thalamus as shown in Table 1. Although the highest level of activity was in the PrCC, it was also quite high in PCC and the three samples from thalamus. The ACC and MCC were much lower and that in RSC was strikingly low. In view of the observations above for monkey, the latter observation for human RSC either reflects a substantial species difference or the limits of PET resolution in defining RSC have been reached. The latter is suspected both because this is a small region and it winds around the splenium and includes a variable amount of white matter that is likely proportionately greater than for the other regions and reduces the apparent level of glucose metabolism (i.e., partial volume effect bias). The slide-
autoradiographic measure of glucose uptake in the monkey has a much greater precision and demonstrates laminar localizations that are not possible with human PET imaging. The most important conclusion from this histochemical analysis is that RSC likely has a similar or even higher level of glucose metabolism to PCC/PrCC and the RSC provides a critical link between the brainstem arousal system and cortical mechanisms of conscious awareness as discussed in the next section. Analysis of rCMRGlu in the vegetative state shows reduced activity in a large region of prefrontal cortex and a posterior, medial reduction in PCC/PrCC that might include RSC. In spite of the large prefrontal reductions, the crucial connection with this region that was disrupted in vegetative state was in PCC. As the relevant area overlaps the callosal sulcus, it is quite possible that the critically impaired connection is actually with RSC. Additionally, the thalamus also has reduced rCMRGlu in vegetative state (S. Laureys, unpublished observations) and this emphasizes further the critical linkage between the thalamus and PCC/PrCC from brainstem arousal systems.

**Anteroventral Thalamic Link Between Conscious Wakefulness & Cognitive Awareness**

Since the intralaminar thalamic nuclei are particularly important to wakefulness (Kinomura et al., 1996; Steriade, 1996), their projections might be expected to be a primary driver of information processing in critical parts of the NNCC. At first blush, this does not seem to be the case. Although PCC does receive a small projection from midline and intralaminar thalamic nuclei, the major projections of these nuclei are to MCC and ACC (Vogt et al., 1987). Although it is possible that a small projection from these nuclei might be effective in driving the entire NNCC, it is surprising that the rostral parts of the cingulate gyrus are not a critical part of this network based on the midline and intralaminar thalamic projections.

An alternative explanation suggests that the cholinergic mesopontine projections to the anteroventral thalamic nucleus are involved in cortical arousal and provide a linkage with conscious cognitive processing. The lateral tegmental reticular formation, parabrachial and laterodorsal tegmental nuclei contain cholinergic neurons that project to the anteroventral thalamic nucleus (Sofroniew et al., 1985). Electrical stimulation of these nuclei evokes cholinergically mediated, muscarinic, long-lasting excitatory potentials in the anteroventral thalamic nucleus that could mediate arousal (Curro et al., 1991). As noted above, the anteroventral nucleus has a prominent projection to RSC and this is an excitatory connection that likely mediates a high level of glucose metabolism in RSC. This need not be an isolated RSC circuit, however, because area 23 is heavily and reciprocally connected with RSC (Vogt and Pandya, 1987). Alteration in a prefrontal/RSC connection in vegetative state around the callosal sulcus suggests this region mediates a pivotal link with arousal brainstem systems. Thus, although there are two aspects to consciousness (arousal/wakefulness and awareness), they have a critical conjunction in the RSC and PCC region. This linkage between the two systems suggests that the posterior
Cingulate gyrus is one of the most important regions for awareness and is a pivotal player in the NNCC.

Sleep

A region critical to conscious information processing might be expected to be inactivated during sleep and area 31 of PCC has reduced blood flow during the rapid-eye movement (REM) phase of sleep (Maquet et al., 1996). This does not prove that area 31 quiescence is pivotal to REM sleep, however, it is supportive of that conclusion because there was also a massive bilateral prefrontal inactivation during REM. Figure 3 provides measures of rCBF in PrCC and PCC during wakefulness and each stage of sleep and shows that, although REM has a profound reduction in both regions, there is also a substantial reduction in blood flow in both regions during the preceding stages of sleep. In view of the massive and reciprocal connections between PCC and prefrontal cortex, it is possible that PCC/PrCC is shut off by prefrontal cortex according to the above noted functional interaction between these regions in vegetative state cases. Thus, the PCC/PrCC decrease could be a primary or secondary event and it still suggests the relevance of this area in conscious processing. Additionally, thalamic involvement is not a mechanism of reducing area 31 blood flow, since the left thalamus had increased blood flow during REM (Maquet et al., 1996).

Anesthetic Sensitivity

Although anesthetics have general mechanisms of action such as at the GABAA receptor and these likely reduce neuron activity throughout the brain, there are also particularly susceptible regions and modulation of their activity may be most closely associated with conscious functions. In the rat, the tuberomamillary nucleus is particularly sensitive to anesthetics that act at GABAA receptors including propofol (Nelson et al., 2002). Although the rat has a well differentiated RSC, it does not have areas 23, 31, or 7m (Vogt et al., 2004) and the tuberomamillary nucleus does not project to RSC in rat or monkey brain. Thus, other mechanisms must be considered in relation to anesthetic actions and human consciousness. In keeping with its general actions at the GABAA receptor, propofol produces marked global reductions in rCBF, however, there are a few particular regions with relatively large reductions in rCBF at the lowest levels of mean alveolar concentrations. These include the thalamus and PCC/PrCC (Fiset et al., 1999; Kaisti et al., 2002). Although individual changes in rCBF did not correlate with propofol concentrations and the differences between three levels of propofol were not significant for any areas (Kaisti et al., 2002), this latter study did show that the lowest concentration of propofol assessed produced a profound average reduction in PCC/PrCC and Fiset et al., (1999) showed a strong negative correlation between rCBF in the thalamus and PCC/PrCC and propofol concentration. Furthermore, the close correlation of activity under propofol in the thalamus and midbrain in this latter study confirms the relevance of the reticular projections to thalamus as mediating arousal and initiation of
consciousness. Halothane also decreases rCMRGlut in PCC/PrCC (Alkire et al., 1999) suggesting that many anesthetics target this region as an endpoint to induce a loss of consciousness.

Finally, although fentanyl has a complex action in mediating rCBF, it does reduce flow in the thalamus and PCC when compared to a placebo or during noxious heat stimulation (Adler et al., 1997). These studies taken together support the notion that PCC and PrCC are prominently impacted by low doses of anesthetics. The role of global changes and interactions with the thalamic/reticular activating system is not yet clear, however, the linkage between these systems points to a pivotal role of PCC/PrCC in consciousness when viewed in relation to the high level of metabolism of these areas.

Self Reflection & Complex Information Processing

The PCC has a major role in visuospatial orientation, topokinesis and navigation of the body in space (review; Vogt et al., 2004). Recent functional imaging suggests this function may be specifically related to self reflection (Johnson et al., 2002; Kelley et al., 2002) and autobiographical memory (Piefke et al., 2003) and this includes assessments of objects in space in terms of a first-person orientation (Vogeley et al., 2004). Although the previous studies all engaged PCC, precuneal cortex has also been involved in intentional, self processing (Kircher et al., 2002). The essential function of self reflection for PCC/PrCC is compatible with a pivotal role for this region in conscious awareness. Indeed, self reflection may be the primary substrate for conscious awareness as located in the PCC/PrCC.

This functional substrate may have implications for understanding brain activity during complex cognitive tasks that are not associated with self reflection and actually inhibit functions in PCC/PrCC. Analysis of cognitive skill learning is a means of analyzing the neural correlates of consciousness (Raichle, 2000). Contrasts generated by reading nouns minus viewing nouns in this latter study greatly decreased activity in PCC/PrCC. Also, this region is inactivated during a working memory task (Greicius et al., 2003) and during noxious thermal stimulation (Vogt et al., 1996). Raichle suggested that activity in this and associated regions must be suspended for proper task execution. During noxious thermal stimulation, subjects attempt to withhold conscious perception of the pain stimulation and terminate functions relating to self in PCC/PrCC. It is also possible that during complex sensory processing in other modalities, activity in this region must be suspended. Thus, conscious reflection on self is mediated by PCC/PrCC and this processing must be suspended and activity in this posterior cingulate region inactivated when engaging in complex cognitive and sensory information processing tasks. To the extent that PCC/PrCC is essential for conscious awareness, painful stimulation leads subjects to internally inactivate the region of cortex that underpins their conscious awareness.
Anatomical Relationships Between Mental and Conscious Information Processing

The disproportionately important role of RSC/PCC/PrCC in conscious awareness raises another issue: To what extent do the NNCC in the cingulate gyrus overlap with the neural correlates of mind (NCM)? The same view of consciousness has been argued previously for NCM (Vogt and Devinsky, 2001) to the extent that there is a part of cingulate cortex that plays a particularly important role in mental function based on lesion and functional imaging observations. The neuroscientific definition of mind in this context is those locations in the brain where mental activity has the highest probability of causing an increase in neuronal and functional activation. Thus, intentions to move/willed actions, long-term storage of self-centered information, the logic of mental activity including inductive reasoning, and theory of mind tasks in which a subject is asked to interpret the mental state of another individual all activate only part of the cingulate gyrus rather than its full extent. The conclusion from this assessment was that ACC and MCC along with adjacent frontal areas 8, 9, and 10 form a cingulofrontal convergence region that is a critical node in the NCM. It is striking that only a few studies engaged PCC as in theory of mind work (Fletcher et al., 1995) and this was attributed to its role in self-centered reflection as part of the paradigm rather than a pivotal role for PCC in the NCM. It appears that the NNCC and NCM do not appreciably overlap in the cingulate gyrus. This conclusion raises doubts about the extent to which mental function in terms of cognitive processing and conscious awareness is subserved by the same neural substrates. Viewed in this manner, mental function is a higher order motor selection process, while conscious awareness involves a continual stream of self reflection and an effort to relate the self to its sensory environment. Surprisingly, both functional networks may operate essentially independent of each other but together form the essence of human brain function. Thus, human functional imaging provides an important context for resolving many of the essential philosophical questions regarding mind and consciousness raised over the past two millennia and it appears these issues will eventually be resolved via a thoughtful consideration of the structure, functions and pathologies of the cingulate gyrus.

Abbreviations

ACC anterior cingulate cortex (perigenual region)
AD anterodorsal thalamic nucleus
AM anteromedial thalamic nucleus
AV anteroventral thalamic nucleus
Cgs cingulate sulcus
Caud caudate nucleus
IG indusium griseum
MCC midcingulate cortex
mr marginal ramus of the cingulate sulcus
NCM neural correlates of mind
NNCC neural network correlates of consciousness
PCC posterior cingulate cortex
PCG posterior cingulate gyrus
Pos parieto-occipital sulcus
PrCC precuneus cortex
rCBF regional cerebral blood flow
rCMRGl glucose regional cerebral metabolic rate; l glucose
RSC retrosplenial cortex
REM rapid-eye-movement sleep
sCC splenium of the corpus callosum
Sub dorsal subiculum
VA ventral anterior thalamic nucleus
VCA vertical plane at the anterior commissure
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**Figure 1.**
Légende de la figure. A. Co-registration of Brodmann’s map of posterior cingulate and precuneal cortices and a postmortem case for joint histological assessment. Stroked dots outline the border of cingulate cortex and four numbered arrows refer to locations of particular Brodmann areas discussed in the text. Brodmann’s actual numbers 23 and 31 are shown in the co-registration, while all other numbers refer to Vogt et al. (2005). The arrow at 4. points to the level of the coronal histological section taken for B. A critical issue at 4. is the manner in which Brodmann extended retrosplenial areas 29 and 30 onto the gyral surface where area 23 is located. RSC comprises the ventral bank of the cingulate gyrus in the callosal sulcus and is not exposed as suggested in his map. Abbreviations: cgs, cingulate sulcus; IG, indusium griseum; mr, marginal ramus of the cgs; pos, parieto-occipital sulcus; sCC, splenium of the corpus callosum; Sub, dorsal subiculum; VCA, vertical plane at the anterior commissure.
Figure 2. Morphological context of metabolic activity in PCC in monkeys
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Légende de la figure. A. 2-deoxy-D-glucose utilization coded for four levels of utilization and thalamic projections to RSC shown with a tritiated-amino acid injection (hatched) into the anterior thalamic nuclei and a coronal section through RSC areas 29 and 30. The close relationship between high glucose metabolism and thalamic afferents are obvious. Interestingly, high levels of the mitochondrial enzyme cytochrome c oxidase also occur in the granular layer of RSC and in layers III-IV of areas 30 and 23. The asterisk in B shows where the section through ACC in C. was taken. Notice that ACC has much less cytochrome c oxidase activity than does area 23 (shown with the pair of arrows delineating these areas). A midcingulotomy lesion (D.; at coronal level shown with “v” on medial surface in B.) that removes thalamic afferents to PCC/RSC as well as frontal lobe inputs shows a massive reduction of activity in the thalamoreceptive layers as predicted from selective thalamic lesions in rat. There is about a 20% volumetric reduction in the posterior cingulate gyrus and reductions in enzyme activity are emphasized with three arrows from layer III/IV in area 29 and layers III and IV in areas 30 and 23c. Thus, high metabolic activity in PCC, RSC, and PrCC is driven primarily by thalamic afferents.
Figure 3. Estimates of rCBF in precuneal and posterior cingulate cortices during wakefulness and three stages of sleep.

Légende de la figure. The pattern is similar for both cortices with a high level of rCBF during wakefulness and reductions during sleep. The one main difference between these areas is that PCC during stage II sleep has a higher level of activity than during REM than is the case for PrCC. Thus, the transition to sleep involves greater reductions in rCBF in PrCC than in PrCC.
**Table 1.** rCMRGlucose measurements by region of interest in 32 healthy volunteers; mg/100g/min; mean ± SD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cingulate Cortex</th>
<th>Retrosplenial &amp; Precuneal Cortices</th>
<th>Thalamus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>7.8 ± 2</td>
<td>8.1 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC</td>
<td>7.6 ± 1.7</td>
<td>8.9 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCC</td>
<td>9.3 ± 2.1</td>
<td>8.7 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Légende de la figure. [18F] fluorodeoxyglucose measurements by region of interest in 32 healthy volunteers; mg/100g/min; mean ± SD